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Summarize Plans, Activities, Results
Use this section to write an overview of your CLAT activities. If you go through this 7-step process more than once, note that here.
"Create Local Arts Together" Cycles Completed (to any degree)


List of Events and Genres Researched (to any degree)


Create Local Arts Together Cycle: NUMBER, for KINGDOM GOAL(S)
Use this section to describe one CLAT cycle. If this is the first one you start, replace ‘NUMBER’ with ‘One.’

Step 1: Meet COMMUNITY and its Arts


Take a first glance at a community

Take a first glance at a community's arts

Take a first glance at a community's goals


Start exploring a community's social and conceptual life

Summarize results and challenges of this step

Step 2: Specify Kingdom Goals


Help a Community Discover its Kingdom Goals

Describe the one or two goals to focus on now

Summarize results and challenges of this step

Step 3: Select Effects, Content, Genre, and Events


Describe the process of the discussion of Effects, Content, Genre, and Events

List the Effects, Content, Genre, and Event chosen

Summarize results and challenges of this step

Step 4: Analyze an Event Containing the Chosen Genre


Decide what research you will perform

Perform research, entering results in "Descriptions of Artistic Genres"

Summarize results and challenges of this step


Step 5: Spark Creativity


Describe familiar methods of composition

Identify opportunities to exploit and barriers to overcome


Decide on the type of activity



Design a new or modify an existing activity that helps communities reach their goals



Perform the activity

Summarize results and challenges of this step

Step 6: Improve New Works


Choose and modify an approach to evaluation and improvement




Perform the approach to evaluation and improvement


Summarize results and challenges of this step

Step 7: Integrate and Celebrate for Continuity


Choose what to integrate and celebrate




Plan actions to keep good things going


Summarize results and challenges of this step














Descriptions of Artistic Genres: GENRE NAME
Use this section to describe artistic genres you explore in events.
Manual reference: Step 4

A: Event Analysis: EVENT NAME

Beginning and ending date(s): 
Beginning and ending times:
Location: 
Brief Description

First Glance at the Event
Manual Reference—Take a First Glance at an Artistic Event

Space

Materials

Participants

Shape of the Event Through Time

Performance Features

Content

Underlying Symbolic Systems

Apparent Purpose(s)

Emotions

Community Values Shown

Communal Investment Performance Lenses on an Event
Use this section to gather foundational, basic data about the forms and meanings of the event. Manual Reference—Researching an Artistic Event: Overview and Lenses.

Space
Where did the event happen (e.g., city, country, continent)? 

Materials
What kinds of material resources did participants in the event have access to (e.g., kinds of regalia, kinds of instruments, raw materials for creation of objects)? 

Participant Organization
What ethnolinguistic group(s), social organizations, etc. did participants in the event come from? 

Shape of the Event Through Time
When did the event happen (e.g., time, date, relationship to multiple calendars)? 

Performance Features
What kinds of things did people do in the event? May relate to insights gained by looking at the event through the Underlying Symbolic Systems lens. 

Content
What messages were communicated in the event? 

Underlying Symbolic Systems
What kinds of communication systems did participants in the event have access to (e.g., languages)?

Relationships Between the Lenses
B: Artistic Aspects of an Event
Use this section to gather data about particular kinds of artistry in an event. 
Manual Reference—Researching an Artistic Event: Going Deeper into Arts Analysis.
Music
Space - How did characteristics of Space relate to and affect musicky things in this event?
Materials - How did physical objects relate to and affect musicky things in this event?
Participant Organization- How did the participants relate to and affect musicky things in this event?
Shape of the Event Through Time- How did the shape of the event relate to and affect musicky things in this event?
Performance Features What di participants sonically produce in terms of timbre, texture, rhythm, dynamics, melody, and harmony? 
Content – What meaning was communicated through performance features?
Underlying Symbolic Systems - What sort of grammatical systems did participants draw on to produce musicky things?
Drama
Space - How did characteristics of Space relate to and affect dramatic things in this event?
Materials - How did physical objects relate to and affect dramatic things in this event?
Shape Through Time - How did shape of the event relate to and affect dramatic things in this event?
Participant Organization - How did participants relate to and affect dramatic things in this event?
Performance Features – What did participants do to act?
Content – What meaning was communicated through performance features?
Underlying Symbolic Structures – What sort of grammatical systems did participants draw on to produce dramatic things?
Dance
Space - How did characteristics of Space relate to and affect dancey things in this event? 
Materials - How did physical objects relate to and affect dancey things in this event?
Shape Through Time - How did shape of the event relate to and affect dancey things in this event?
Participant Organization - How did participants relate to and affect dancey things in this event? 
Performance Features – How did participants move?
Content – How did meaning participants wanted to convey affect their movements?
Underlying Symbolic Systems - What sort of grammatical systems did participants draw on to produce dancy things? 
Oral Verbal Arts
Space - How did characteristics of Space relate to and affect oral verbal things in this event?
Materials - How did physical objects relate to and affect oral verbal things in this event?
Shape Through Time - How did shape of the event relate to and affect oral verbal things in this event?
Participant Organization - How did participants relate to and affect oral verbal things in this event?
Performance Features – What sorts of poetic features did participants use?
Content – What meanings did participants communicate through their words?
Underlying Symbolic Systems - What sort of grammatical systems did participants draw on to produce oral verbal things? 

Visual Arts
Space - How did characteristics of Space relate to and affect visual things in this event?
Materials - How did physical objects relate to and affect visual things in this event?
Shape Through Time - How did shape of the event relate to and affect visual things in this event?
Participant Organization - How did participants relate to and affect visual things in this event?
Performance Features – How were line, shape, value, and color used in this event?
Content – What meanings did visual performance features produce in this event?
Underlying Symbolic Systems - What sort of grammatical systems did participants draw on to produce visual things? 
Interrelationships Between Formal Elements of the Event






C: Broader Cultural Context of an Event
Use this section to gather more data about the event’s relationship to its cultural context. Manual Reference—Researching an Artistic Event: Relate to its Broader Cultural Context 
Artists

Creativity

Language

Transmission and Change

Cultural Dynamism

Identity and Power

Aesthetics

Time

Emotions

Subject Matter

Community Values Shown

Communal Investment




D: Explore how a Christian community relates artistically to its Broader church and cultural context: CHURCH NAME
Use this section to organize information you gather about a Christian community’s artistic identity. Manual Reference—How a Christian Community Relates Artistically to its Broader Church and Cultural Context
Discover a Christian Community’s Arts

Compare a Christian Community’s Use of Arts with that of its Surrounding Communities

Evaluate How Arts Currently Fulfill a Christian Community’s Purposes

Apply a Heart Arts Questionnaire to a Christian Community

Evaluate Worship Meetings Using Biblical Principle

Evaluate a Christian Community Using the Worship Wheel

Assess a Multicultural Christian Community's Art












References
References
Use this section to list literature, recordings, web sites and other resources related to arts and other aspects of the community. 



